CALL 9982 3553 TO INSPECT AT ANYTIME!!

An elevated setting, sun drenched interiors, and sweeping coastline and ocean vistas combine to make this split level home an enviable lifestyle choice in a prized location. The floorplan is perfect for families, with living areas on one level and all accommodation on the other, while entertainers will relish the whole-floor open plan space and alfresco dining terrace facing the water. Including an expansive level lawn and secure parking with direct internal access, it’s ideally positioned within moments of all amenities and the beach.

- Freedom of movement with dual stair access between both levels
- Light filled open plan design offers formal and family living spaces
- Individually air conditioned bedrooms, master with WIR and ensuite
- Sleek gourmet kitchen fully equipped for large scale entertaining
- Defined study area, deluxe bathrooms plus a guest powder room
- Double garage, terrace featuring coastal, ocean and Manly views
- Stroll to shopping, restaurants, transport, select schools and the surf
- Set in a sought-after position on the eastern side of Griffin Road

***TO INSPECT THIS PROPERTY YOU MUST REGISTER YOUR INTEREST***
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